Inspiring every child to ‘dig deep’ and be their best.

2020 Charter
Broadfield School Pēpeha
Tenei te pēpeha o te Kura Papahorapa (This is the pēpeha of Broadfield School)
Ko Te Ahu Patiki te maunga (Te Ahu Patiki [Mt Herbert] is the mountain)
Ko Te Waihora te roto (Te Waihora [Ellesmere] is the lake)
Ko Waikirikiri te awa (Waikirikiri [Selwyn] is the river)
Ko matou enei te Kura Papahorapa (We are the people at Broadfield School)
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Broadfield School Details
School ID: 3301
562 Robinsons Road, Broadfield 7676
Email: principal@broadfield.school.nz
Phone: 03 325 2440
Broadfield School Charter and Strategic Plan
The sections included in this strategic plan expand on the actions and measures taken and required for each of the strategic areas of the
charter.
It is accepted that the school will also focus on ‘business as usual’ as this is taken as a basic requirement and expectation. Beyond this it
is expected that:
1. The school will follow the national curriculum covering all curriculum areas and with a special emphasis on achievement in literacy,
numeracy and the key competencies.
2. Local curriculum priorities will be identified through the school’s programme of self review, community consultation and analysis of school
wide assessment data.
3. The school will meet obligations of the National Administration Guidelines through its strategic plan.
4. The child will be at the centre of all learning
5. We will focus on developing positive relationships within and across our community.
These strategic directions have been developed after consultation with our community, research into best practice, participation in up to
date quality professional development and in consideration of the vision, values and beliefs of the revised New Zealand Curriculum.
This strategic plan was ratified at the Broadfield Board of Trustees on 24th February 2020. This document is dynamic and under continual
review and evaluation as we, as a Board, Staff and community seek to provide the best educational opportunities for the pupils of
Broadfield School.
________________________________
(Chairperson)

_______________________________
(Principal)
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Our School
Broadfield School is a small rural primary school located on the outskirts of Christchurch for students in Years 1 to 8. Established in 1868, we continue to
have strong local community connections. This is reflected in our logo and our Māori names for spaces. Whanau and the wider community are very
supportive and are regularly involved in the school.
Parents and caregivers choose Broadfield School for the rural aspect, family values, 21st Century teaching and learning and because of our emphasis on
developing Literacy, Numeracy and the Key Competencies. Students at Broadfield are encouraged to take healthy risks so they can reach their full
potential.
The school is actively involved in a cluster of schools that work together on improving teaching and learning across the schools.

Our Vision

Inspiring every child to ‘dig deep’ and be their best.

Our Vision Statement

We aim to inspire every child to ‘dig deep’ and be their best in an environment where people are passionate, engaged and valued.

Motto
“Dig Deep”
This motto stems from our Vision and relates to our school Logo of the plough – we ‘dig deep’ to be our best in all we do. This is in the classroom, using
the key competencies, living the school values and on the sports field.

At Broadfield we focus on developing children who are:
●
Happy in themselves, in what they do and with how they act
●
Environmentally active
●
Working and learning – literate and numerate
●
Resourceful and resilient
●
Enthusiastic contributors
●
Curious thinkers and dreamers
●
Informed decision-makers
●
Able to relate well to other people
●
Effective communicators
●
Positive community members (family, whanau, school, country, world)
●
Active seekers, users and creators of knowledge
●
Passionate for continuing learning (for life)
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The Broadfield “Story”
The main symbol for our school is the single-furrow horse-drawn plough synonymous with the early farming lifestyle of the Broadfield area. The plough
represents the need for students to cultivate the mind and sow the seeds for success, while growing into life-long learners. The school name in Māori is Te
Kura Papahorapa o
 r land spread out as in “Broadfield”.
Classroom Names
At Broadfield each classroom is called a learning community (that is what happens in them) and is identified by a special icon we developed in association
with Ngati Moki Marae at Taumutu.
Kaitorete Kaitorete Spit is a long finger of land which extends along the east coast of Canterbury. It runs south-west from Banks Peninsula for 25
kilometres and separates the shallow waters of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere from the Pacific Ocean.
Te Waihora (Lake Ellesmere) – the local lake we identify with. It means water spread out. Te Waihora is well-known for mahinga kai
such as: tuna, patiki, awa, manu, harakeke, pingao, raupo and paru.
Waikirikiri (Selwyn River) – the local river we identify with is a braided gravelly (wai = water, kirikiri = gravelly) stream. The lower
reaches of Waikirikiri is one of the main tributaries that flow into Te Waihora. It is an important source of mahinga kai.
Te Ahu Patiki (Mt Herbert on Banks Peninsula) our “maunga” can be seen from our playground. Te Ahu Patiki means “shaped
like a flounder or like a stack of flounders”.
Harakeke (NZ Flax). This plant was very important to Maori. It grows around the area. We chose this as it represents strength
and determination and resilience, qualities we appreciate in our children. Harakeke has a sense of nurturing – it provided many
things for Maori who took care to nurture it well.
Nga Kahu (Australasian Harrier Hawk). We see these birds of prey circling the playground. The bird represents soaring high as in
having high expectations for learning.
Te Tiritiri o te Moana – the name of our library/resource/multi-purpose rooms is in recognition of the
Southern Alps that we can see in the west. Te Tiritiri o te Moana refers to the likeness of the
snow-capped peaks and the swirling cloud around the tops, to the movement of the sea as it hits the
shore.
There are 4 special trees: a scarlet oak (75th Jubilee), blue cedar (100 yrs) and a golden elm planted for the 125th Jubilee in 1993 and a Scarlet oak (150th)
2018.
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Principles:
We believe in sound pedagogical practice that reflects the principles of this teaching and learning plan. The observation of our classroom practice will be a
measure of how successful this is being achieved. Professional evaluation, in the form of collegial dialogue, recording effectiveness and planned
professional learning through appraisal, will be an ongoing priority for the teaching team.
At Broadfield our Teaching and Learning Programme will be guided by the following beliefs:
● All children will be challenged to achieve at their personal best.
● The principles of the Treaty of Waitangi and Aotearoa New Zealand’s bicultural heritage will be acknowledged. All
students will have opportunities to gain knowledge of Te Reo Måori me ona Tikanga.
● The diverse, multi-cultural nature of our country will be acknowledged and opportunities to learn other languages
will be provided.
● The abilities, talents, identities, language or behaviour of students will be recognised and their learning needs will
be addressed.
● Learning priorities will be: literacy, numeracy, our school values, the Key Competencies.
● The Broadfield Teaching and Learning Programme will be: child centred, connected with their outside lives and engage the support of whanau.
● Our Teaching and Learning Programme will offer all pupils a broad education that has links within and across the learning areas, provide
meaningful transitions and open up further learning pathways.
Our Teaching and Learning Programme encourages students to focus on the future by exploring topics such as sustainability, citizenship, enterprise or
globalisation.

Beliefs:
At Broadfield we believe in:
Perseverance (setting goals and trying hard)
Excellence and high standards (manners, respect, pride)
Working together - Open dialogue between our school and its community, close support from our whanau, parents and caregivers - a sense of
community, participation and contribution
Creative, critical and reflective thinking
Diversity, difference and acceptance of others, nurturing individuals
Communicating openly and effectively, Listening
Having a sense of humour
Aroha - love, compassion, empathy, sympathy, selflessness, fairness, tolerance , respect and caring
Whanaungatanga - traditions, belonging, the extended community family, feeling welcome, open door policy
Caring for our Environment - Looking after our school and making a positive contribution
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Love of learning - Developing curious minds and a love of knowledge,

Values
“Values are deeply held beliefs about what is important or desirable. They are expressed through the ways in which people think and act.”
“Values are part of the everyday curriculum – encouraged, modelled, and explored.”
The New Zealand Curriculum
Ministry of Education (2007), p.9-10
The Broadfield School values are an innate part of our school. We live and breathe these
through the staff, children and community. The teachers ensure that the values are taught
and are upheld at all times. Their Class Descriptions, Curriculum Reflections and General
Report Comments show how teachers are addressing the values within the classroom.
At Broadfield School teachers help children discover their passion. We include all children
and value their personal identity. We strive to develop a lifelong love of learning and set high
expectations in all areas.

Our 4 core school values are:
Core Value
Aroha
Perseverance
Honesty
Manners

This means we have an obligation to promote:
caring, respect, compassion, empathy, sympathy, selflessness, fairness, tolerance, encouragement, inclusiveness
meeting new challenges, try and try again, thinking deeply, never give up, look for positives, be your best, resilient, the ‘Pit
of Learning’
telling the truth, building trust
saying please, thank you, may I, excuse me, making eye contact*, greeting others – good morning, good afternoon etc.
Giving way to adults, offering help, waiting your turn, listening, being polite and considerate, shaking hands. “Manners cost
you nothing but earn you a great deal.” *when culturally appropriate
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Multicultural Diversity
What we Believe:
Children are actively encouraged to recognise both the dual and multi-cultural diversity of our community. This will be done by including Te Reo Māori to
the students through set lessons and incidental teaching. Teachers also bring into the learning programmes recognition of other cultures present in New
Zealand: Pasifika, Asian, European etc. The Board’s policies reflect New Zealand’s cultural diversity.
Tikanga Māori and learning about other cultures will be an important part of our curriculum topic
focuses and planning. From time to time we celebrate cultural diversity with special experiences (for
example: visitors, a Mārae visit and theme days such as Matariki).
A close relationship exists with Te Runanga O Ngati Moki at Taumutu, our local marae. On-going Hui will
take place throughout the year.
If a whanau requests a higher level of Tikanga and/or Te Reo than is at present evident in our school’s
Māori programme, the staff and the family will discuss and explore the following options:
● Further explain and/or extend the existing programmes as appropriate
● Dual enrolment with correspondence school
● Combine with a neighbouring school for parts of the day/programme
● Provide in-school support to further enhance inclusion of Te Reo and Tikanga
● Explore other schools who may offer programmes closer to their expectations
● Other negotiated actions
Pasifika Education
Broadfield School has a small number of Pasifika families. These families are invited into the school to
share their views on how the school was meeting their children’s needs – academically, socially and
culturally. We also ask for suggestions on how we can make improvements to meet their needs and
celebrate their culture.
Multi-Cultural Awareness
Broadfield School recognises the changing Multi-cultural makeup of our school and New Zealand. We
are committed to strengthening our cultural understanding.
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National Education Priorities and Schooling Strategy
Broadfield Primary School recognises the Government's National Education Priorities:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Success for all
A safe learning environment
An inclusive learning environment
Improving Literacy and Numeracy
Improving Mathematics and Science
Better use of Student Achievement information
Improving outcomes for students at risk
Improving Māori and Pasifika and Low Income student outcomes
Providing career guidance (Year 7 and 8)
Reporting against National Curriculum

The School is also committed to the Schooling Strategy goal of all students achieving
to their potential through the three identified priorities of:
●
●
●

All students’ being exposed to effective teaching
Children’s learning is nurtured by families and whanau
Evidence based practises are used by all involved in schooling to inform teaching and learning

The school integrates the National Education Priorities and priorities of the Schooling Strategy at Governance and Operational levels by giving them full
consideration when planning school development and/or school and classroom programmes. Literacy and Numeracy are currently recognised as
curriculum priorities. Achievement results are analysed to identify students or groups of students at risk.
The main priority to improve achievement outcomes is planned and embedded.
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Governance 

Management

Values that inspire and guide our strategic
goals at Broadfield School.
People

Strategic Goal
Strategic Goal 1:

WHANAUNGATANGA:
Engaging in positive and collaborative
relationships with our colleagues, learners, their
families/whanau and the wider community

To develop skilled and passionate learners
To develop skilled and passionate teachers
To promote an active and engaged school
community

Promote child centred learning
Promote student and staff well-being
Strengthen teacher collaborative practise
Promote community engagement and celebrate
cultural diversity

TIKANGA:
Showing integrity by doing the right thing in
ways that are fair, honest and just.

Curriculum

Lever of Action

Strategic Goal 2:
To provide an inspiring localised curriculum.

WHAKAMANA:
Empowering all learners to reach their highest
potential through high quality teaching and
leadership.

Utilise formative data to progress achievement
of learners across whanau groups
Develop and improve the delivery of our
curriculum - Focusing on Digital Technology, Te
Reo and Stem
Kāhui Ako-Growing and strengthening leadership
- utilising across and within school expertise to
develop the teaching of science

Place

Strategic Goal 3:

MANAAKITANGA:
Creating a welcoming, caring and creative
learning environment that treats everyone with
respect and dignity.

To provide an inspiring learning environment
that reflects our values and beliefs.

Implement the schools 5yr and 10 property plan.
Develop our environment to align with our school
wide values and beliefs
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Focusing on

Strategic Goals 2019 – 2021
Goal 1: People
Governance

Management

To develop skilled and passionate learners
Promote child centered learning

Teach and promote the school vision, values and motto, capture children’s interests / encourage student
collaboration / online collaboration through Google Suite/access the wider community and world/ foster
individualised learning / encourage creativity and student voice / use the Broadfield learning model to
encourage a structured approach to learning.(Collect, Connect, Create)
Use Whanau overviews to plan and reflect on social and emotional needs of students, achievement of
target/ extension groups and programme design.

Promote student and staff well-being

Develop student and staff capacity to:
●

Develop positive and trusting relationships

●

Value and use strengths of staff / students and whanau. Student leadership, maintenance crew,
school singing, afternoon clubs (music, arts, mandarin, envirogroup, digital technology, sports,
science, kapahaka, cultural awareness)

●

Collaborate: Including students, teachers, leaders, whanau and community.

To develop skilled and passionate teachers
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Strengthen teacher collaborative practise

Professional development in Literacy, targeted intervention in phonics, oral language, collaborative
teaching - groupings, teacher strengths, utilising space and furniture. SOLO taxonomy, Success for Boys,
effective communication/planning, recording of Staff Appraisal goals (Team Professional Inquiry), Ensure
new staff are inducted into the school.

Develop the Edge SMS system to collect and analyse National curriculum data and refine reporting
templates for Mid and End of year reports. Train staff on the system and utilise the capabilities to better
identify trends for continual improvement. Use formative and summative assessment to influence teaching
direction.

To promote an active and engaged school community
Promote community engagement and
celebrate cultural diversity

Seek and respond to parents and whanau feedback, curriculum sharing with our community,
eNewsletters, Facebook, School Links (Beep App), Seesaw, SMS Edge, parent/whanau open days, parent
and whanau information evenings, Celebrate achievements (awards and certificates)
Māori Curriculum, Culturally Responsive Plan, Pasifika and Asian influences, SENCO, G & T, Māori, Well
Being Surveys.

Goal 2: Curriculum
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To create a dynamic and inspiring curriculum
Utilise formative data to progress
achievement of learners across whanau
groups

Use data to effectively identify target groups/cohorts with each Whanau group. Target and track progress
termly as part of Teaching as inquiry. Use Whanau Achievement and Programme overviews to track and
report progress on target groups, extension groups and all students to the BoT.

Develop and improve the delivery of our
curriculum - Focusing on our major goal:
Writing. Minor goals: Digital Technology,
Te Reo and Stem/Steam

Kāhui Ako-Growing and strengthening
leadership - utilising across and within
school expertise to develop the teaching of
science

To enrich our curriculum through the development and review of our Curriculum to reflect best practices.
Take part in, and provide professional development in target areas to provide rich authentic contexts for
our students.

Growing and strengthening leadership - utilising across and within school expertise. Developing the Kāhui
Ako leavers of Action for Authentic Curriculum (focusing on STEM, and Boys Literacy) and whole school
wellbeing.
Implement the Broadfield School SOLO learning model (BLM) with supporting guides in reading, writing
and mathematics.

Goal 3: Place
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To create a dynamic and inspiring learning environment
Implement the schools 5yr and 10 property Consult with Staff, Students and Project managers to implement 5YA projects. Developing the Junior Block
plan.
for collaborative practice, build a large shade structure to cover the court area, Pool shade and treatment
plant.

Develop our environment to align with our
school wide values and beliefs

Consult with students, community and outside agencies on developing the following:
●

School wide plan for building,

●

Projects to be considered using the extra property grant money,

●

Development of tunnel play area, remodel the bike track, loose parts playground, values display,
Multicultural art, School Pepeha displayed

●

Explore the use of land parcel next to school boundary for Agriculture and enviro studies.

Strategic Plan 2019- 2021
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Strategic Goal 1: People
Developing Skilled and Passionate Learners / Teachers

Priorities
2019

2020

2021

Staff development on STEM activities.
(Engagement of Boys in Literacy) SOLO rubrics to
reflect student led learning and assessment. SOLO
used to gather Qualitative assessment data.

Review STEM development. Qualitative data
used to reflect on student agency and boys
engagement. Literacy formative data used
alongside to review effectiveness for boys.

Development of student agency. Explore
co-creation of student learning pathways
inline with wellbeing programme
development.

Goal setting-refining of Whanau systems to
capture student led learning and self reflection.

Review and refine Whanau goal setting
systems. Focus on teachers reflecting on
student capabilities as part of the appraisal
process.

Implement Changes form review.

School Student Survey - Temperature check
Use the ‘Well-being at school’ survey for staff. To
identify areas of strength and improvements in
relation to Wellbeing.
Begin development of School Wide planning of
wellbeing in accordance with NZIWR PD

Finalise and trial Wellbeing programme- School
wide approaches that foster Student and staff
wellbeing.

Refinement of SOLO as the school learning model.
SOLO team created. Student and teacher
materials created and trialled in class.

Model presented to community and resources
to support the use of model at home
developed. Feedback sort.
Use of the learning model as our Assessment
and reporting benchmark explored in regards
to best practices outlined in the Local
Curriculum Guidelines working party.

Refine Collaborative Practices to meet the
changing needs of the school. Use of teacher
resources and support staff to target wellbeing of
staff and target learning needs.

Refine Collaborative Practices to meet the
changing needs of the school. Review staffing
and structure of collaborative teams.

Review programme for changes using
School Student Survey.

Assessment Practices implemented.

Explore collaborative practice alternatives
from new schools.

Review Whanau systems for Collaborative
practise. Pastoral notes, formative assessment
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sharing, communication, planning, tracking of
targeted students.
Ensure teacher appraisal evidence reflects school
priorities: development of literacy and
interventions for target students.

Ensure teacher appraisal evidence reflects
school priorities:

Ensure teacher appraisal evidence reflects
school priorities:

Measure systems that support the SENCO
Learners. Report to BoT. 5 plus/7 plus, teaching
resourcing and how they are used.

Measure systems that support the SENCO
Learners. Report to BoT.

Measure systems that support the SENCO
Learners. Report to BoT.

Cyber Safety- Draft Broadfield Safety practices for
students created inline with John Parson’s work.

Cyber Safety- Broadfield Safety Practices to be
used throughout the school at different age
groups. Focus on promoting balance.

Continue- Cyber Safety Practices to be
implemented and defined.

Development and use of Seesaw as a tool to
communicate class successes and learning with
individual parents.

Continue and review effectiveness and
student/parent engagement through use of
apps. Recommendations for future use made.

Use the Website, SchoolLinks, Facebook, Seesaw
a to strengthen communication with the
community.
Google forms used to survey the community
about tools and methods of communication.

Implement changes to communication from
the review.

Review effectiveness of communication
methods and tools.

Investigate communication alternatives to
simplify communicating to parents. BEEP App.
Single sign alternative.
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Strategic Goal 2: Curriculum
To create a dynamic and inspiring Curriculum

Priorities
2019

2020

Evaluate the effectiveness of the Oral Language and
Reading Programmes. Collate data from STAR, PAT,
Asttle reading to see progress over two years.

Incorporate staff development with DCIM maths
teaching and problem solving. Staff PD to develop
explorational/contextual maths throughout each
area of the school curriculum.

Re-evaluated learning priorities. Literacy ( Writing) Use
of targeted intervention programs to structure Phonics
and oral language delivery.

Moderation of our writing benchmark/Asttle writing
tools and collection of Anecdotal assessment for
writing.

Te Reo/Tikanga- visible in classes and playground.
Levelled School programme and plans designed for Te
Reo / Tikanga.

Delivery of Te Reo and writing programmes
reviewed. Programme ‘must haves’ developed for
each Whanau.

2021

PD to target curriculum development in writing and
maths implemented to meet needs.

Review STEM development. Qualitative data used to
reflect on student agency and boys engagement.
Literacy formative data used alongside to review
effectiveness for boys.
Work with CoL AST

STEM in house PD activities shared, trialled and
reflected on.

Modern Learning Curriculum - a future focused review
of the school curriculum - Maths, PE and Health,
Technology, Appraisal, Key competencies.

Modern Learning Curriculum - a future focused
review of the school curriculum - Writing,
Science,Arts, School Vision values.

Explore the findings of national reviews, and working
parties such as Tomorrow’s schools, and Leading local
Curriculum Guide

Impact of recommendations from reviews and
working parties established and planned for 2021.

Explore/Trial the development of strengths training as
part of wellbeing programme Friday afternoon Projects/Club options.

Finalise and trial Wellbeing programme- School wide
approaches that foster Student and staff wellbeing.

Modern Learning Curriculum - a future focused
review of the school curriculum Reading,Presenting, Technology, Drama, Art.

Reflect on strengths and weaknesses of Wellbeing
programme.

Continue development of leadership opportunities
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Broadfield Values Spy Agency developed from senior
leadership roles and reinforce values teaching for the
school.

for values group. Refine role and process.

Reporting and assessment schedule updated to reflect
what data is collected and where it's recorded.

Initiate SMS review. Explore alternatives. Online
reporting to parents throughout the year in real
time.

Implement decisions from review.

EDGE custom Digital reporting templates refined.
Begin to be explore online reports delivered through
EDGE.
Refine EOY assessment and reporting systems for non
core curriculum areas.

Survey community for feedback around online
reporting

Adapt reporting masters to reflect feedback and
changes in SMS or a move to Real time reporting.

In house and online staff PD to identify our capacity to
implement the digital tech Curric. Staff PD on the
changes and how to practical sessions and lesson
planning

Implementation and adoption of new Digital
technology Curriculum.

School Technology curriculum review.

Review Schools ICT curriculum to align with new
documentation

Purchasing of resources/tools to facilitate the
introduction of DT Curriculum. Review staff
development needs.

Develop PD to target DT curriculum priorities.

Ensure BYOD policies are administered.

Revisit school policy on BYOD and it’s effectiveness.

Implement purchasing plan and platform changes
where appropriate.

Explore Google Classroom- Trial class to share findings.

Review Google as the school’s Platform vs Harpara.

Review Curriculum level bands for non core areas of
learning.

Development ICT purchasing plan for 2020-2023
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Strategic Goal 3: Place
To create a dynamic and inspiring learning environment.

Priorities
2019

2020

Decommission Old Classroom block, Lobby MoE for
more space (Class and SPG), Design and fill playground
space.

(Possible) Student led creation for restoration of
old classroom area around the end of the hall.

Create 5yr/10y property plan.-Focus on Junior Block,
Hall, Pool Chlorine and Pump systems, shade

2021

Implement 5YA /10yr PP programme
Implement 5YA /10yr PP programme

Encourage parent involvement through open learning
days. Link to home sharing of learning through
Seesaw, focus questions for parent observations and
feedback from their visit.

Encourage parent involvement through open
learning days. Link to home sharing of learning
through Seesaw, focus questions for parent
observations and feedback from their visit.

Plan for the development of the playground canopy.
Continue fundraising for Playground canopy.

.

Develop Values Poster/Flags to be displayed in
Classes.

Develop Values Poster/Flags to be displayed in
Classes.

Māori/Pasifika/Asian family engagement and
consultation Hui.

Māori/Pasifika/Asian family engagement and
consultation Hui.

Cultural celebration- during Matariki celebrating the
different cultures across the school through food.

Review CRP to include other nationalities and
changing makeup of community.

Parent teaching days. Involving parents in teaching
their own strengths to children.

Māori/Pasifika/Asian family engagement and
consultation Hui.

Refinement CRP and Te Reo/Tikanga- visible in classes
and playground. Levelled School programme and
plans designed for Te Reo / Tikanga.
Work with the CoL Across School Teachers (AST) for
Wellbeing, and Authentic Curriculum. Develop within

Review findings from AST inquires into levers of
actions and next steps.

Continue to be an active and committed partner in
the Ngā Mātāpuna o Ngā Pākihi Kāhui Ako,
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working to enhance learning opportunities for all
students.

school teacher roles to facilitate knowledge transfer
and staff capacity.
“To be an active and committed partner in the Ngā
Mātāpuna o Ngā Pākihi Kāhui Ako, working to
enhance learning opportunities for all students.”

“Continue to be an active and committed partner in
the Ngā Mātāpuna o Ngā Pākihi Kāhui Ako,
working to enhance learning opportunities for all
students.”

Annual Plan 2020
● Strategic Goal 1 - People -To develop skilled and passionate learners and teachers
To promote an active and engaged school community
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Goal

Responsibilit
y

Promote Child Centred
Learning.

What to do

Budget

Timeframe

Actions to take/Variances

Through School appraisal system- based on
Code of Professional Responsibility and Standards
for the Teaching Profession, goals will be set

Principal and
Team
Leaders,
teachers.

that focus on best practice and high
expectations for quality teaching and
learning. The staff will have a particular
focus on ‘Teaching as Inquiry’ – focusing on
effective pedagogy s howing evidence against
the school’s strategic priorities.

T1 - T4
$990
3x days

Use of Whanau Achievement and
programme overview to:
● identify target students and needs
● Identify extension students in
curriculum areas
● identify intended actions and
programme supports
● reflect on effectiveness and tracking
of targets students
Goal setting-Whanau systems to capture
student led learning and self reflection
created and age specific.
Continue to develop the use of the student
led values group to ensure we promote , lead
and act showing our school values at all
times.

Leadership
team.
Jarrad
Adele
Tracey
Kirsty

Staff meetings allocated to review our school
wide approach to writing.

Collect● Student data (achievement and
attitude)
● Teacher beliefs and knowledge,

$2000
7x days

T1-2

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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●
●

Areas for development from
analyzing student and staff data.
Programme design in different areas
of the school based on research
best practice.

Connect ● Data to identify areas to develop
● Best practice pedagogy with
program design.
● Resources (Staffing, training,
physical) to be allocated
Create
● Create a learning pathway for staff
to develop literacy within their
whanau group.
● Create a shared vision, vocabulary,
for literacy at Broadfield.
● Create an updated moderation tool
for beginning and maturing writers.

Jarrad Welsh

BLM (SOLO) working group initiated;
BLM Induction for new staff.
Staff meetings allocated for development of
resources and planning to incorporate lesson
trials and reviews.
Develop information for parents and
students.

$990

T1-2

Tracey Janes

Staff PD- PD for Stem activities to be
distributed for teachers to use throughout
term 3 and 4. Staff meetings allocated for
staff PD to build knowledge of the Science
Capabilities and cross curricular links into
writing. (Writing like a scientist)
Qualitative data to be gathered using SOLO
rubrics to measure effect on Boys
engagement monitored alongside formative
assessment for literacy to analyse effect on
achievement in literacy.

$1000

T2-4

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Draft- how STEM could be planned for with
the Broadfield/Science Curriculum
Future resourcing of science in response to
Stem activities to be reviewed for
purchasing.
Promote Student and
staff Well-being

Repeat Well-being@ schools survey
Temperature check of student welfare.
Compare results with 2019.

Kirsty
Anderson

Use the ‘Well-being at school’ survey for
staff. To identify areas of strength and
improvements in relation to Wellbeing.
Development of a School Wide plan for
wellbeing in accordance with Grow Waitaha
Wellbeing Community of Practise PD
programme.

3x days
$990

T1-4

Plan and Initiate strength teaching on
alternate fridays.

Principal

Strengthen Teacher
Collaborative

Review use of teacher resources and support
staff to target wellbeing of staff and target
learning needs across the school

Term
1-3

Adele

Refine systems that support SENCO and
GATE Learners. Report to BoT on 5 plus/7
plus, Numicon targeted maths programme
and teacher aide resourcing and how they
are used.
Liaise with outside agencies such as Mana
Ake, RTLB.@

Term 4

Principal and
Team
Leaders,
teachers.

Whanau systems for Collaborative practice.
Pastoral notes, formative assessment
sharing, communication, planning, tracking
of targeted student, Established and
reviewed

Term 1
and 4

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Promote community
engagement and
celebrate cultural
diversity

Update Website to reflect school changes
and modernise
Survey parents on forms of communication
offered.
Investigate BEEP as an option and single sign
permissions for simplifying parent
correspondence.
Hold school open to learning days.With the
focus on bringing wider whanau into school.
Possible grandparents day.

Principal

Work with FoS to develop community events
aimed at bringing the school community
together.

T1-2

Hold a hui with our Māori/Pasifika/Asian
Seek feedback on positive school practices
and areas where we can improve Tikanga
and Te Reo.
Consult on ways we improve on recognises
the cultural diversity of the school
community.
Develop Kapahaka plan to incorporate
lessons for the whole school not only the
group.

Refine our celebration of Matariki to include
student and parent involvement in the
Powhiri welcoming.
Teachers
Kate

Develop the use of Seesaw- Expectations,
student coverage, content, notices vs
learning content.

T1-2

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Strategic Goal 2 - Curriculum
To create a dynamic and inspiring curriculum
Goal

Responsibilit
y

Utilise data to
progress achievement
of learners across
whanau groups
Principals
Team
leaders.
All staff

What to do

Budget

Timeframe

Actions to take/Variances

Through the use of School registered
teachers appraisal system and teacher
inquiry, reflect on successes and areas to
develop within each whanau. Three
meetings a year.
Use Whanau Achievement overviews to track
and review achievement and actions termly.
Reflected on by teams and principal.

T1-4

Whanau teams to individually present to the
BoT on achievement and programme design
throughout the year.

Adele

Management
team.

Evaluate school wide achievement twice a
year and report to the BoT
Collate summative tools. PAT, Star, ASttle to
report outcomes of Reading Priority
Reporting and assessment schedule updated
to reflect what data is collected and where
it's recorded.

Review assessment schedule for use of data
and tools.
Purchase new tools from Review

T1 and 2

$1000
T3,4

Refine EOY reporting templates and make
adjustments to clarity and reporting of noncore curriculum.

$1000

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Develop the content
and delivery of our
curriculum.

Tracey

(Focusing on Digital
Technology, Te Reo
and Science)

Develop teacher capacity to teach stem to
enrich curriculum and engage students.(Boys
literacy)
See- Child Centred Learning details.

$1000

T2-4

Finish developing School Wide curriculum for
teaching Te Reo /Tikanga including long term
plans for each term. Trialling and planning
for implementation in 2020

.
Principal
Adele

Enrol staff in PD Ngāi Te Ruahikihikitanga
Workshops for education organisations
Develop Tikanga practices for students. Eg
Karakias to start the day, meetings and
lunch.
Kapahaka to focus on school wide
development of Powhiri welcome.

T1-3
$2500

Digital Technology curriculum- planned for
within weekly plans.
Staff meetings and PD with Learning
architects to continue to develop staff
knowledge.
Kate
Jarrad
Learning
Architects.

Staff meetings planned to have practical
learning sessions for teachers.

$650
2x Day

T2-

Purchasing plan created and presented to
BoT for consideration.
Trial google classroom as alternative to
Harpara to manage students workflow.

Whole staff

Develop review teams to carry out scheduled
reviews.
Writing and Oral language
Science
Arts- Music-/Dance
School Vision

T1-4

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Kāhui Ako-Growing
and strengthening
leadership - utilising
across and within
school expertise to
develop the teaching
of science

Work with the CoL Across School Teachers
(AST) for Wellbeing, Authentic Curriculum (
STEM) and Connections lever.
Principal

Continue within school teacher roles to
facilitate knowledge transfer and staff
capacity. Aline with School priorities here
possible.

$0

T1-4

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Strategic Goal 3 - Place
To create a dynamic and inspiring learning environment
Goal

Responsibilit
y

What to do

Timeframe

Actions to take/Variances

Establish a property team
Work with Logic consulting to plan the 5YA
projects. Junior Block development and old
Administration development. Liaise with
staff/students on plan to develop these
areas.

Develop a 5yr and 10
property plan..

BOT Property
Principal

Consult with staff/Students/community on
plans to use the extra property investment
grant form the Ministry- 108k
.
Areas that coincide with the creation of the
property plan:
● Decommission old classroom
● Restoration of the space
● Develop a school plan for property
development.
● Pool shade.

Develop our
environment to align
with our school wide
values and beliefs

Budget

Principal,BOT
Teachers
Community

T1-2

TBC

Work with Lincoln University Design
department to plan the development of the
bike track/woodlot area, and Triangle parcel
of land adjacent to school.
Design and construct School Values and
Pepeha Displayed around school.
Plan playground development of loose parts
playground.

TBC

Term 3-4

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Michaela
EnviroGroup,
Matt
Stanford

Maintain existing and new garden areas.
Plan maintenance of Herb gardens,
vegetable gardens. Utilise the tunnel house.
Propagate fruit and citrus trees.

$500

T1 - 4

Student Achievement Targets 2020
Strategic Aim: Reading-

All students are able to engage The New Zealand Curriculum as evidenced by achievement in relation to the National Curriculum levels.
Annual Aim:
1.1 Students will develop their literacy expertise (the knowledge, skills, and attitudes described in the progressions) purposefully, in meaningful contexts because
reading is the quickest and most flexible way of acquiring knowledge independently.
1.2 We read for power and pleasure.

Baseline Data:
As at the beginning of 2020, 78% (120) of children are achieving at or above their expected Curriculum level.
20.8% Māori students are below their expected Curriculum level. (5% decrease on 2018 End data)
100% Pasifika are achieving at or above their expected Curriculum level. (25% improvement on 2018 End data)
77% of males were meeting their expected Curriculum level same as 2018 End data)
2020 Targets:
Māori 20% not yet achieving. Move from 80% to 90% achieving at their expected Curriculum level.
Pasifika To raise the achievement of all pasifika students.
Year 7  25% not yet achieving. Move from 75% to 80% achieving at their expected Curriculum level.
Year 2 40% not yet achieving. Move from 60% to 80% achieving at their expected Curriculum level.
Males  23% not yet achieving. Move from 77% to 80% achieving at their expected curriculum level.

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Reading (continued)
Action Plan
Set student achievement targets.
Pupils identified for extra
assistance.

Ongoing monitoring of student
progress.

Regular review of IEPs and GEPs
and other targeted students.
Regular reading progress
monitored.

Collective Professional Learning
with all teachers.

Report to the BOT, community
and MOE.

Use of Technology

Specialist Support

Responsibility

Performance Indicators

Budget

Timeframe

Principal, TIC
Assessment

SA targets set and discussed by teachers. Data analysed. Individual
and Group Learning plans written and documented. 0.52 extra staffing
in Y1-2 and 6-8.
7 hours TA ORS
7 hours TA support in years 3-5
14 Hours TA -Early Intervention Reading programme Yr 1-8

BG and
Banked
Staffing

T1, T2

Principal, TIC
Assessment,
teachers

Progress towards targets will be documented. STAR, Listening Comp
and e-asTTle testing completed and analysed to see change over the
last 2 years. Progress reported to BOT and community (Parent teacher
meetings and Student and BoT reports).

$300

End T2, Mid T4

SENCO

Learning Plans monitored termly, progress defined and changes made.
Teaching and learning strategies informed and modified as necessary.
Staff updating their Whanau Achievement Overviews and report to the
BoT. Identification of needs to be worked upon. Data collated on
SENCO list and CAP plan.

Teachers

5 Plus/ 7 Plus Literacy programme to target student needs.Ensure
relevance, relate to experiences. Factual for boys/ STEM activities and
digital technology activities. Use of Collect Connect Create Broadfield
Learning model.

Principal, TIC
Assessment

Data inputted and processed. Analysis details shared with staff.
Endpoint 2019 data reported to the Board and community (Māori).
Targets for 2019 set by whanau groups.

Principal, ICT
Lead Teacher,
Teachers

The Junior school will use iPads to reinforce comprehension strategies.
iPads can be used to read stories and text to children as they read.
Programmes utilised Reading Eggs/Eggspress, Spellodrome.
Google Platform to be maintained in the senior school. BYOD.

Principal. Team
Leaders

T1 - 4

$1,000

Resource Teacher of Literacy, RTLB, Private Tutor (Learning Support
Specialist), 2 in-school teacher aides , Rainbow Reading, MultiLit,
VAMP Programme, Reading Eggs/Eggspress Programmes.

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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T1 – 4

T2, 3

T1 - 4
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Learning Resources
Team Leaders

Collect, Connect, Create BLM

Teacher

Plan to purchase more digital technology and Science resources inline
with recommendations (being mindful of boys' interests).
Purchasing of high interest texts and

$2000

BLM will be used to help children organise and direct their thinking.
Continue to develop BLM scaffolds to support to the teaching team.

T3,4

T1-4

Strategic Aim: Writing

All students are able to access The New Zealand Curriculum as evidenced by achievement in relation to their expected Curriculum level.
Annual Aim:
1.1 Students will develop their literacy expertise (the knowledge, skills, and attitudes described in the progressions) purposefully, in meaningful contexts because
writing allows them to communicate information to suit their purpose.
1.2
Baseline Data:
As at the beginning of 2020, 74% of children are achieving at or above their expected Curriculum level.
4.2% Māori student are below their expected Curriculum level. (75% improvement on 2018 End data)
25% Pasifika students are below their expected Curriculum level. (25% decrease on 2018 End data)
36.5% of Boys are below their expected Curriculum level. (4% decrease on 2018 End data)

2020 Targets:
Maori 25% not yet achieving. Move from 75 to 80% achieving their expected Curriculum level.
Pasifika 25% not yet achieving. Move from 75% to 80% achieving their expected Curriculum level.
Year 4 35.7% not yet achieving. Move from 64% to 80% achieving their expected Curriculum level.
Year 7 35% not yet achieving. Move from 65% to 80% achieving their expected Curriculum level.
Year 8 26% not yet achieving. Move from 65% to 80% achieving their expected Curriculum level.
Males 36.5% not yet achieving. Move from 64% to 80% achieving at their expected curriculum level.

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Writing (continued)
Action Plan
Set student achievement targets for
writing. Pupils identified for extra
assistance.

Ongoing monitoring of student
progress.

Responsibility

Report to the BOT, community and
MOE.

Use of Technology to engage students.

Budget

Timeframe

Principal, TIC
Assessment

SA targets set and discussed by teachers. Data analysed. Individual
and Group Learning plans written and documented. 0.52 extra staffing
in Y1-2 and 6-8.
7 hours TA ORS
7 hours TA support in year 3-4
14 Hours TA -Early Intervention Reading programme Yr 1-8

T1, T2

TIC Assessment,
Curriculum
Leader,
Teachers
Cluster Leader

Progress towards targets will be documented. Benchmark/Asttle
Writing used to assess and set next learning steps. Progress reported
to BOT and community (through learning meetings and Curriculum
reports). By the end of the year all students will have completed 3
writing samples for moderating across the school. Team meetings will
be a time to review programme effectiveness.

End T2, Mid T4

TIC Writing,
Teachers

5 Plus/ 7 Plus Literacy programme to target student needs. Factual for
boys/ STEM activities and digital technology activities(computational
thinking) to enrich curriculum. Staff will review writing programmes
across the school. The Whole School inquiry will be undertaken
throughout the year to establish best practice guidelines for each
team, a shared understanding of what our programmes need to
develop at each area of the school and areas of development for
teachers and students.

T1,2, 3 on-going weekly

SENCO, T.Aide,
Teachers

Learning Plans monitored termly, progress defined and changes made.
Teaching and learning strategies informed and modified as necessary.
Staff updating their Whanau Achievement Overviews and report to the
BoT. Identification of needs to be worked upon. Data collated on
SENCO list and CAP plan.

Principal, TIC
Assessment

Data inputted and processed. Analysis details shared with staff.
Endpoint 2019 data reported to the Board and community (Māori).
Targets for 2020 set by whanau groups.

Collective Professional Learning with
all teachers.

Regular review of IEPs and GEPs and
other targeted students. Regular
writing progress monitored.

Performance Indicators

Principal, ICT
Lead Teacher,
Teachers

Chromebooks will be used with each child in Y4 - 8 having Google
accounts. Here they can create, collaborate and share their learning.
This will engage the children to higher levels. The Junior school will use

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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$600
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iPads to reinforce text structure – using Apps like ‘Book Creator’,
‘Puppet Pals’ and ‘ShowMe’.
Apps and Extensions to be investigated for writing support and
engagement.
Collect, Connect, Create BLM

Teacher

$600

BLM will be used to help children organise and direct their thinking.
Continue to develop BLM scaffolds to support the teaching team.

T1

Strategic Aim: Mathematics

All students are able to access The New Zealand Curriculum as evidenced by achievement in relation to their expected Curriculum level.
Annual Aim:
1.1 Students will develop and apply mathematical expertise (knowledge, strategy, language and attitude) to solve problems, because maths is all
around us and is the building blocks of daily life.
Baseline Data:
As at the beginning of 2020, 83% of children are achieving at or above their expected Curriculum level.
8 % of Māori students are below their expected Curriculum level. (50% decrease on 2018 End data)
25% of Pasifika students are below their expected Curriculum level. (same as 2018 End data)
2020 Targets:
Maori 8% not yet achieving. 100% achieving their expected Curriculum level.
Pasifika 25% not yet achieving. To raise the achievement of all pasifika students.
Year 7 29% not yet achieving. Move from 71% to 80% achieving at or above their expected Curriculum level.
Year 8 20% not yet achieving. Move from 80% to 90% achieving at or above their expected Curriculum level.

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Maths (continued…)
Action Plan

Responsibility

Performance Indicators

Principal, TIC
Assessment,
SENCO

SA targets set and discussed by teachers. Data analysed. Individual
and Group Learning plans written and documented. 0.52 extra
staffing in Y1-2 and 6-8.
7 hours TA ORS
7 hours TA support in year 3-5
14 Hours TA -Early Intervention Reading programme Yr 1-8

Early T1

Principal, TIC
Assessment,
Teachers

Progress towards targets will be documented. Maths testing
completed (, STEP Up, Basic Facts, gloss, IKAN ). E-asTTle Maths will
be used for Mid and End year testing. Progress reported to BOT and
community through reports.

Mid T1, T2, early T3, early
T4

SENCO, T.Aide,
Teachers

Learning Plans regularly monitored, progress defined and changes
made. Teaching and learning strategies informed and modified as
necessary. Staff updating their Class Description termly. New visual
data display set up.

T1 - 4

Principal, TIC
Assessment

Data inputted and processed. Analysis details shared with staff.
Endpoint 2018 data reported to BoT and community (Māori).
Targets for 2019 set by whanau groups.

Start Year, Mid Year

Physical Learning Resources

Senior and
Junior Team

Purchase more hands on equipment. Numicon program bought for
middle and senior school to target students. Progress reviewed.

$500

T1 - 4

iPad Learning Apps

ICT Leader

Continue to use iPad Apps to engage and reinforce concepts for the
Junior children.

$200

T2, 3

Set student achievement targets for
maths. Pupils identified for extra
assistance.

Ongoing monitoring of student
progress.

Regular review of IEPs and GEPs and
other targeted students.

Report to the BOT, community and
MOE.

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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Broadfield School Review Plan 2016 - 2021
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

ENGLISH
- Writing
- Reading
- Oral/Listening
- Viewing & Presenting
- Visual
MATHS
TECHNOLOGY
SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCES
PE & HEALTH
THE ARTS
- Music
- Dance
- Drama
- Visual Art
MAORI & LANGUAGES
CURRICULUM
INTEGRATION
ICT
SPECIAL ED
EOTC
ASSESSMENT
APPRAISAL
KEY COMPETENCIES
SCHOOL VISION
VALUES
COMMUNITY
CONSULTATION

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
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✔
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Policy and Procedure Review

KEY: Black Yet to complete, I talics started, Grey T1, Red T2, Green T3, Blue T4
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